SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRD MEETING

Corrigendum

Page 6, paragraph 4:

The statement by Mr. C.assiers should read:

"Mr. CASSIERS (Belgium) said that there had never been any idea of establishing a preferential system or denying the most-favoured-nation principles. Nevertheless, there was one principle which any proposed solution should disregard - that of the reciprocity and equality of concessions. Concessions granted only in return for equivalent concessions would not resolve the problem of tariff disparity. Perhaps the point of the Chairman and the Canadian representative could be met by the addition at the end of sub-paragraph (b) of the words 'which will be in conformity with the general objectives of the Agreement.'"

Page 7, paragraph 1:

Mr. LECUYER (France)

Replace the second sentence by the following:

"He recalled, however, that, as the Chairman had indicated solutions other than those envisaged in the present meetings could be sought - for example solutions along the line of the Schuman Plan. But it was clear that such studies could not be undertaken by the proposed Working Party and, as was the case with the Schuman Plan itself, should become the object of special action before the Contracting Parties."